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These users guides will get your familiar with both our booking system, and bookings manager 
system, allowing you to track bookings, invoices etc, as well as manager the availability of your 
property(s). 

SETMORE 

We use the Setmore platform to manage online bookings, which integrate with your web-site 
services. You can view an example of our rental and booking pages at www.morelandestates.one/
mer0001.html. 

Once you sign up to our service, we will provide you with a user name xxxx@morelandestates.one, 
which will allow you to log into the Setmore system (www.setmore.com). 

We recommend you change you password after signing in for the first time. You are also able to 
download the app from both the Apple App Store, and Google Play Store. 

On the calendar page, you will be able to see any existing bookings, and change/update the 
calendar view from week to month, using the calendar view button in the top right hand corner. 
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To book the property out for your own personal use, click on the setting tab on the left hand-side, 
and then select ‘Time Off’. 

Click ‘Add Time Off’ and enter the start and end date of your visit. 
 

This will then block out those dates with the availability calendar on the web-site. 
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MERA - Moreland Estates Robotic Assistant 

You will be provided with a private link to our booking management system, run by MERA. Here 
you will see details of bookings, view invoices, confirm deposits and balances have been paid, 
book services (cleaning etc), raise any issues/concerns, and close bookings.

When confirming payment(s), these will be loaded using your own email service provider, 
you only need to click send on the email to complete the action.

If you have any issues with using MERA, please email webservices@morelandestates.one or 
text +34 711 012 539 for technical assistance.
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